Author rates KU campus architecture
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The Kansas University campus in Lawrence is one of the most architecturally pleasing in the nation, according to a new book.

Author Thomas Gaines of Hampton, Conn., said KU's distinctive buff-colored limestone and red-tiled roofs helped it earn the No. 13 ranking.

His new 180-page book, "The Campus as a Work of Art," names the 50 college and university campuses most worthy of recognition.

"I expect a great number of disagreements," he said.

Gaines, a retired architect, visited hundreds of campuses during 30 years. He recently flew himself by private plane to selected schools.

The goal was to find the campuses that came closest to his artistic ideal — well-scaled college grounds, harmonious buildings, professional landscaping.

"Campuses should be an art form. After all, they're man-made and a cultural center. If we can't do it right on campuses, we ought to hang our head in shame," he said.

GAINES SAID he was impressed with KU's Dyche Hall, calling it the university's "signature structure."
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Element to him was whether a campus had "urban space" — a mix of buildings, trees, fountains and outdoor furnishings.

"A campus should be diverse and well-scaled with narrow paths opening to wide areas and closing with narrow paths. Not too many campuses have really done that," he said.

Buildings should be distinctive, but not clash too greatly. "That eliminates a lot of campuses," he said. He said Harvard's famous yard could have been more buildings marching around the yard, not belonging at all. That's not the way to make a cohesive whole," he said.

In selecting the Top 50, the utility of campus structures — such as whether the plumbing worked, for example — wasn't a factor. Neither was style, Gaines said.

"I DIDN'T eliminate a campus just on style or if it was falling apart. This was strictly aesthetics," he said.

Gaines said when architects ignore art and beauty, universities become "cathedrals of learning," not "cathedrals of knowledge."